Targeting and penetration of virus receptor bearing cells by nanoparticles coated with envelope proteins of Moloney murine leukemia virus.
One of the most important steps in a productive viral infection is when the virus fuses to a cell membrane and delivers its genome into the cell cytosol. This dynamic event is mediated by interactions between specific virus envelope proteins with their cell-bound receptors. This process is exemplified by Moloney murine leukemia virus (Mo-MLV) where envelope protein interaction with its receptor, mCAT-1, leads to virus-cell membrane fusion and infection of cells. Here, fluorescent nanoparticles (NPs) were coated with Mo-MLV derived membranes (Mo-NPs) by extrusion. Electron microscopy and biochemical analysis showed tight association of the virus membranes and NPs. The coated NPs mimic native virus by binding and entering only cells expressing the virus receptor. Confocal microscopy revealed that the coated NPs were taken up into endocytic compartments containing receptor and were also seen associated with caveolin, a marker of caveolae. To demonstrate that the Mo-NPs could escape endosomes and deliver a protein cargo into the cell cytosol, beta-lactamase (betalac) was covalently coupled to the Mo-NP cores and incubated with cells. betalac activity was only detected in the cytosol of mCAT-1-expressing cells. This is the first time that virus proteins have been used to specifically target NPs to receptor-bearing cells as well as penetration into the cell cytosol. Extrusion provides a rapid, detergent-free method to couple virus membranes to NPs and should be readily applicable for many other virus and NP types.